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ACA ISSUES SCENARIOS 
 

Follow the steps outlined in the attached TaxSlayer Blog, “Instructions for Identifying Potential 
Returns Impacted by ACA Calculations”, posted on March 23 to identify returns with ACA 
errors. The returns will fall into one of the following categories: 

Scenario 1: Returns prepared in the 22-hour period starting at 7 AM ET on March 9th. The errors 
were: 

– Shared Responsibility Payment (SRP) was not calculating.  
– Form 8962 was not calculating correctly which could involve either the excess advance 

premium tax credit (Form 1040 line 46) or the net premium tax credit (line 69). 

If the return falls into this scenario, the taxpayer was given a copy of an erroneous return and 
this return may need to be amended. When the return is now opened in TaxSlayer, it will 
correctly include the SRP and/or Form 8962. 

See instructions below for the next steps for this scenario. 

Scenario 2: Returns transmitted during the period of Friday, March 10th (5 AM) through 
Thursday, March 16 (10:30 AM). TaxSlayer determined that one specific e-file server was 
extracting ACA information from returns when they were e-filed. The errors were: 

1. An Individual Shared Responsibility Payment was included on the original return but was 
not included on Form 1040 line 61 in the e-file transmitted from TaxSlayer to the IRS 
and the Full-year coverage box at line 61 was not checked. Note: if a Form 8965 for 
Exemptions was included in the original return, it was also not included in the e-file 
transmitted from TaxSlayer to the IRS – and/or – 

2. There was no Form 8962 in the return to reconcile the Form 1095-A received by the 
taxpayer. As a consequence 

2.a. Excess advance premium tax credit repayment was calculated on the return but 
not included on line 46 in the e-file transmitted from TaxSlayer to the IRS. – or – 

2.b. Net premium tax credit was calculated on the return but not included on line 69 
in the e-file transmitted from TaxSlayer to the IRS. 

 
If the return falls into this scenario, the taxpayer has a copy of the correct return since the ACA-
related information was extracted after the return was transmitted. These returns may need to 
be amended unless rejected by the IRS. Again, the return in TaxSlayer correctly shows the SRP 
and/or excess advance premium tax credit or net premium tax credit, but the return received 
by the IRS does not include this information. 

See instructions below for the next steps for this scenario.  
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Procedure for Amending Returns 
Scenario 1: Returns Prepared on 3/9/17 

 
Open TaxSlayer and select client search and you will land on the Office Client List page. Click on 
drop down arrow in tools and select client status. 
 

 
Note the amount of refund or balance due in the client history return section and in the 
transmission section. These should match the amount shown on the problem return report.  
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1. Contact the taxpayer and explain that we recently learned that the payment calculations 
related to the Affordable Care Act were incorrect on March 9 due to a software problem. As a 
result, the refund shown on the tax return was overstated or the amount due was understated 
or a required form is missing from the return. We recommend that the taxpayer schedule a 
second visit so that a correct return can be prepared.  

 
2. The IRS has already sent many taxpayers a Letter 0012C for returns it received that do not 

include a required Form 8962. The letter requests a completed Form 8962 and a copy of Form 
1095-A, but includes no refund or balance due dollar amounts. Prepare, but do not file, a 
correct return so that the taxpayer is aware of any difference in refund or balance due 
compared to the original return. The taxpayer should mail or fax a copy of the Form 8962 and 
the Form 1095-A per the instructions in the letter. Also explain that either the refund will be 
less than originally expected or to expect a second notice from the IRS if there is a larger 
balance due than originally shown. 
 
If there is only an SRP calculation problem on the return, the IRS will probably send the 
taxpayer a notice eventually. Note that if the taxpayer decides to wait for a notice from the IRS, 
it may come after the tax season and our volunteers may not be available to provide any 
assistance. Our recommendation is to instead prepare and have the taxpayer file a Form 1040X 
to amend the return per the steps below since the return that the IRS received is incorrect. 
Done now, this should also eliminate any notice from the IRS. 
 

3. Open the return by selecting enter return in the client search page and review the calculation 
summary page (the 1040 view) to determine the error. For example, the taxpayer’s records 
include a Form 1095-A, but the original return provided to the taxpayer does not contain a 
Form 8962 or any excess advance premium tax credit on line 46 or net premium tax credit on 
line 69 of the Form 1040. You note that the return in TaxSlayer contains $155 on line 46 of the 
Form 1040 and that a Form 8962 has been included in the corrected return. The return does 
not need to be amended if this is the only problem as the IRS will send a notice as explained 
above. 
 

 
 

4. To amend a return that was missing the SRP on line 61, select “2016 Amended Return” and you 
will land on the Amended Tax Return – Form 1040X page. Since you have already verified that 
TaxSlayer has corrected the return you do not need to make any changes in the “Make 
Corrections for Amended Return section”. 
 

5. Select, “Original Federal Return Information” and the information from the original return 
should already be entered. Check to verify that the amount of refund or balance due from the 
original return has been included. Also note if the taxpayer paid some or all of any balance due. 
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If the information is not present, you must enter it.  
 

 
 

6. Open the Explain changes Section and enter the reason for the amendment. For example, 
taxpayer owed a Shared Responsibility Payment but it not included on original return due to 
TaxSlayer error. 
 

7. Print out 2 copies of the 1040X and include copies of page 2 of the Form 1040 and copies of the 
Form 8965. Explain to taxpayer that since the original return accepted by the IRS did not include 
the ACA information, the refund or balance due was not correct or the return was missing a 
required form. If there is an amount showing on line 20 of the 1040X, they owe that amount 
and should include a check with the amended return. 
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In this example, the amount owed is $155, the excess premium tax credit that was not 
calculated in the original return.  
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Procedure for Amending Return 
Scenario 2 – Returns Transmitted Between 3/10 and 3/16 

1. If the return was rejected by the IRS, simply open the return, navigate to the E-File page to 
verify that any direct debit dates are later in the year and then complete the normal site 
process to complete and transmit the return. No taxpayer notification is necessary unless 
the direct debit date is changed. 
 

2. Contact the taxpayer and explain that we recently learned that the payment calculations 
related to the Affordable Care Act were incorrectly transmitted to the IRS from March 10 – 
16 due to a software problem. While the refund or amount due shown on the tax return 
given to the taxpayer is correct, the information received by the IRS is incorrect. As a result, 
the refund or the balance due in the IRS records may be different than that shown on the 
return.  
 

3. The IRS has already sent many taxpayers a Letter 0012C for returns it received that do not 
include a required Form 8962. The letter requests a completed Form 8962 and a copy of 
Form 1095-A, but includes no refund or balance due dollar amounts. If the original return 
included the required Form 8962 and there is no SRP issue, do not file a Form 1040X to 
amend the return. The taxpayer should mail or fax a copy of the Form 8962 and the Form 
1095-A per the instructions in the letter. 
 
If the original return included the required Form 8962 and there is no SRP issue, but the 
taxpayer has not received a letter from the IRS, again do not file a Form 1040X to amend 
the return. Inform the taxpayer that when the letter does arrive, he or she should mail or 
fax a copy of the Form 8962 and the Form 1095-A per the instructions in the letter. 
 
Note: If the taxpayer receives a letter because the original return as prepared did not 
include a Form 8962 because of preparer oversight, it is outside this Scenario and will not 
be on the problem report list. In this case, prepare an amended return per the steps below 
with the Form 8962 so that the taxpayer has a correct copy of his or her return and knows 
the amount of any refund or balance due. Do not file the amended return if this is the only 
change. The taxpayer should instead respond to the IRS Letter 0012C by mailing or faxing a 
copy of the Form 8962 and the Form 1095-A per the instructions in the letter. 
 

4. If there is an SRP issue, the IRS will probably send the taxpayer a notice eventually. Note 
that if the taxpayer decides to wait for a notice from the IRS, it may come after the tax 
season and our volunteers may not be available to provide any assistance. Our 
recommendation is to instead prepare and have the taxpayer file a Form 1040X to amend 
the return per the steps below since the return that the IRS received is incorrect. Done now, 
this should also eliminate any notice from the IRS. 
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5. Open TaxSlayer and select client search. Click on drop down arrow in tools and then select 
client status.  
 

 
 
Note the amount of refund or balance due in the client history return section (refund of 
$537). This should match the amount shown on the problem return report. Compare it to 
amount of refund or balance due shown on the IRS transmission line (refund of $817). If the 
amounts differ, then the return must be amended unless the difference is due to a missing 
Form 8962 as explained above. The steps below are the same if there is a missing SRP. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
In the example above, the return transmitted to the IRS contained a refund of $817 while 
the refund shown in the problem return report and the client return history was only $537.  
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6. Open return by selecting enter return in the client search page and review Form 1040 on 
the calculation summary page (the 1040 view) to determine the reason for the difference 
noted above. For example, you noted that the amount of the difference is $280 and the 
return in TaxSlayer includes $280 of excess advance premium tax credit on line 46 of Form 
1040. 
 

 
 

7. Select, “2016 Amended Return” and you will land on the Amended Tax Return – Form 
1040X page. The current return in TaxSlayer should contain the correct amounts for lines 46 
and 61 of Form 1040 and you are not required to make any changes. 
 

8. Select, “Original Federal Return Information” and the information from the original return 
should already be entered. If the original return information is not present you must enter 
it. You must also delete any amounts shown on line 46 or 61.  
 

 
 

9. Open the Explain changes Section and enter reason for amendment. For example, taxpayer 
owed a Shared Responsibility Payment that was not included on the return transmitted to 
the IRS due to a TaxSlayer server problem. 
 

10. Print out 2 copies of the 1040X and include copies of page 2 of the Form 1040 and copies of 
Form 8962 and/or 8965. Explain to taxpayer that since the original return that was accepted 
by the IRS did not include the ACA information, the refund or balance due submitted to the 
IRS was not correct. They should send in the amended return with check for the excess 
refund after they receive the original refund. If there is an amount showing on line 20 of the 
1040X, they owe that amount and should include a check. The amount due in this example 
is the $280 that was eliminated from the return when processed by the faulty server. 
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Toggle navigation  
 
  

ACA – Instructions for identifying Potential 
Returns impacted by Calculation Error 

23 Mar 17  
Kim Manuel  
ACA, Pro Online, Tax Prep 
(1) Login as a user that can run reports 
(2) Click Select on Reports 

 
(3) Click Select on Management Reports 

 
(4) Click Problem Returns Report 

 
(5) Click EFIN selection

 

https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/2017/03/23/aca-instructions-for-identifying-potential-returns-impacted-by-calculation-error/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/2017/03/23/aca-instructions-for-identifying-potential-returns-impacted-by-calculation-error/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/2017/03/23/aca-instructions-for-identifying-potential-returns-impacted-by-calculation-error/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/author/kmanuel/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/tag/aca/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/tag/pro-online/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/tag/tax-prep/
https://vitablog.taxslayerpro.com/
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(6) You must select the EFIN (even though there is only one EFIN listed) 

 
(7) Click Run Report 

 
Note: If there are NO potential returns the report will be blank 
If there are potential returns prepared at your site, it will include the following information 

• EFIN 
• Last 4 of SSN 
• First Name 
• Refund at the time the return was filed 
• Balance Due at the time the return was filed 

 
Note: If your site has prepared under 999 returns, you can search by last 4. 
Note: If your site has prepared over 999 returns, you will have to search by first name and compare the last 4 
to your list 
Blog posted 03/23/2017       6:25 AM EST  
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